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Generational Advancements in Coastal Surveying, Mapping
In U.S.- Canada Project, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Merges Airborne Lidar, Hyperspectral Imagers,
GIS, DGPS, Spurring Commercialization.
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U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station
Vicksburg, Mississippi
The U .S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) has a diverse coastal mission covering a broad range of
project types including flood control, navigation, and erosion control. Development and support of' Federal
projects such as levees, navigation channels, and beach nourishment requires planning, design,
construction, and maintenance. Throughout this process and the project's life, performance must be
determined on a periodic basic and if necessary, maintenance planned to ensure public safety and project
integrity. Also of critical importance and concern is the impact of the project on its surrounding
environment.
Two datasets often required for these purposes are accurate hydrographic surveys and identification and
delineation of seafloor type (sand, mud, sea grass, etc.) adjacent to the project. Advancements in several
technologies have provided the opportunity to make generational advancements in our ability to collect,
analyze, use, and retain critical information to help man- age these federal projects and their adjacent
coastal resources. The three technologies are: (1) airborne lidar (acronym for light detection and ranging)
bathymetry through the USACE's development of the scanning hydrographic operational airborne lidar
survey (SHOALS) system; (2) compact, cost-effective hyperspectral imagers such as the compact
airborne spectrographic imager (CASI); and (3) microcomputer-based software tools to analyze and
manipulate large spatial data-sets such as a geographic information system (GIS).
By combining these three technologies, the USACE coastal engineer or scientist can ascertain information
about federal projects and surrounding lands at spatial resolution orders of magnitude greater than as
recently as 10 years ago and can use this information for better planning, design, and operation of coastal
projects.

Airborne Lidar Bathymetry
In the middle 1980s, USACE began investigating technologies that could augment existing hydrographic
survey methods at comparable costs without requiring significant additional man- power to operate or
administer. An airborne system that can achieve orders of magnitude increases in survey speed had the
potential to meet this requirement.
In 1988, USACE began a cost- shared program with the Canadian government under the U .S.-Canadian
Defense Development Sharing Program (DDSP) for the design, construction, and field verification of an airborne lidar bathymetry surveying system. Thus, the SHOALS system was developed for USACE to
support operation and maintenance of 40,000 kilometers of federal navigation channels. The Canadian
Department of Industry, Science, and Technology, with interests in supporting high technology, small
business growth in Canada was a partner in the system's development.
The SHOALS program was intended to build on experience gained by the Canadian Hydrographic Service
(CHS) and Terra Surveys Ltd. in operating a first-generation system, the Larsen 500 from a fixed-wing
aircraft. Optech Inc. (Toronto), the developers of the CHS system, was contracted to develop SHOALS.
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USACE's long-term goal in developing SHOALS is to demonstrate the technology and system through
extensive surveying of USACE, other federal, state, and private sector projects.
This is expected to create demand for the technology and surveys and to help expand lidar survey
capability into private industry. For S HOALS development to qualify under the DDSP, Optech showed
that a worldwide market exists for the purchase of airborne lidar hydrographic survey systems. Since
SHOALS development, the Swedish government has purchased two similar systems, both named "Hawk
Eye."

Figure 1 SHOALS system and mobile data processing facility.

SHOALS, Lidar Technology
The SHOALS system operates from a Bel1212 helicopter at altitudes ranging from 200 to 1,000 meters.
The sys-tem is intended for use in water depths ranging from approximately 1 to 40 meters; horizontal
positioning is pro- vided by differential global positioning system (DGPS). SHOALS operates by emitting a
pulse of light that travels from the air- platform to the water surface where a small portion of the laser
energy is backscattered to the airborne receiver. The remaining energy at the water's surface propagates
through the water column and reflects off the seafloor and back to the airborne detector. The time
difference between the surface and bottom returns corresponds to water depth.
As light reflects off the seafloor, it undergoes scattering and absorption, which attenuate the return energy
and limit the maximum depth of penetration or depth of bottom detection (Guenther, 1985). The maximum
depth the system is able to measure is related to the complex interaction of bottom material radiance,
incident sun angle and intensity, and the type and quality of organics or sediments suspended in the water
column. As a rule of thumb, SHOALS is capable of sensing the seafloor to depths of two to three times the
Secchi depth depending on the composition of the suspended material. [Secchi depth is calculated using
an oceanographers tool, a Secchi disk, by suspending it from a line and lowering it down through the
water column. The point where the disk disappears from sight is the Secchi depth.]
By observing a real-time computer screen during surveying, the SHOALS airborne operator monitors
depths to confirm that valid data are being collected from key system components (Lillycrop and Banic.
1993). These include the Nd: y AG laser transmitter/receiver with scanning mirror; the onboard computer
system to acquire, initially process, and store all measured data such as depth, position, and aircraft
attitude; the pilot guidance system to provide the pilot with real- time navigation information; the aircraft
attitude recorder for removing aircraft pitch and roll; and the horizontal positioning system. A groundbased system post-processes the collected data and produces a quality-checked ASCII file of position and
water depth referenced to standard survey datum such as mean low water.
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Field Tests, Operation
The SHOALS system, staged from Mote Marine Laboratory (Lillycrop, 1994), was field tested during
January and February 1994 in Sarasota, Florida, to evaluate compliance with contractual performance
requirements.
The test site was selected for its variety of navigation channel sizes/depths and the wide range of
environmental conditions and water properties. Adjacent to the area are two shallow 4-meter-depth
channels, an intermediate 7-meter-depth channel, and a 14-meter- depth channel at Tampa. Local water
properties varied from optically clear in the Gulf of Mexico to optically poor (turbid water) in the upper
reaches of Sarasota Bay. Bottom types included sand, silt, mud, and vegetation.
For the evaluation of SHOALS data, survey control was provided by the John E. Chance & Associates'
(JECA) (Lafayette, Louisiana) HiMap vessel and a survey sled, which provided a direct measure of the
bottom. Survey control areas approximately 800 by 1,000 meters were established in 5-, 10-, 13-, 15-, 20-,
and 35-meter water depths.
SHOALS system performance based on both the field tests and on more recent values using the Bell 212
helicopter is:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maximum depth - Kd > 3 (day- time), Kd>4(nighttime), where ”K" is the diffuse attenuation
coefficient of water and “d" is depth; 40 meters maximum.
Minimum depth - 1.0 meter.
Vertical accuracy - ±20 centimeters (1 standard deviation with 68 percent of data within stated
specification).
Horizontal accuracy - ±4 meters.
Sounding density -1 to 10 meters.
Operating altitude - 100 to 1,000 meters.
Scan swath width - 5 to 70 percent of aircraft altitude.
Operating speed - 0 to 50 meters/ second.
Operating temperature - 5° to 40° C.
Data processing -2 hours of processing time for 1 hour of data collected.
System mobilization/ demobilization - 8 hours to install; 6 hours to demobilize.

Ground-based post-processing of the SHOALS airborne data was performed using a state-of-the-art
depth extraction algorithm developed by the National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration's National
Ocean Service (NOS). The Bell 212 helicopter and its flight operations were provided by the NOAA's
Aircraft Operations Center.
Since SHOALS system acceptance in March 1994, USACE has relied on JECA for operations, with flight
support and aircraft provided by NOAA SHOALS maintenance and continuing evolution is being
accomplished jointly by JECA, Optech, and NOAA/NOS. The U .S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment
Station provides overall program management and direction and participates in operation and
maintenance of the system.
Several SHOALS survey missions have been completed that have added substantively to the
understanding of the system and the effects of the environment on its performance. These missions
surveyed approximately 180 square kilometers producing 13 million soundings with the helicopter flying at
an altitude of 200 meters and a speed of 60 knots. The resulting scan width was 110 meters with a
sounding density of 4 meters by 4 meters.
After acceptance, the SHOALS system was first operated at Florida Bay for NOAA to further evaluate
shallow water measurement capabilities and acquire depth data at selected locations for use in a
numerical, hydrodynamic, circulation model of Florida Bay. Actual minimum depth measurement
performance exceeded the expected value of 1.0 meter. SHOALS consistently measured depths as
shallow as 0.9 meter producing approximately two million soundings over a three-day period.
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A second mission, a six-week deployment, included
USACE and Navy projects in New York, New Jersey, and
Florida. A total of 13 USACE projects were surveyed in
three states and one square mile of bathymetry was
surveyed along the Florida Panhandle, adjacent to Eglin
Air Force Base, for the Navy.
A third mission was performed for the Navy to evaluate the
SHOALS system's ability to identify navigation hazards in
water depths ranging from 5 to 30 meters. Targets
simulating navigation hazards ranging in size from 0.5 to
10 square meters were placed offshore of Sarasota. The
purpose of the flights was to collect multiple surveys over
the known target locations to determine sounding densities
or number of survey passes necessary to ensure detection
of the navigation hazard. Qualitative results were
promising - many of the targets were detected, even in 30meter water depths. The Navy is further evaluating the field
data to produce quantitative results such as probability of
detection and optimum sounding densities versus water
depth.
Last March, SHOALS embarked on its final phase of
development to demonstrate the system to USACE
districts and divisions, other government agencies, and
private industry. These demonstrations require the system
to be operated on a variety of projects and under a wide
range of environmental conditions, thus allowing further
characterization of the System’s operational capabilities.
The demonstrations and characterization will be conducted
along the Atlantic coast and Great Lakes this fiscal year
and Pacific coast and Gulf of Mexico in 1996. Once
completed, SHOALS will be fully operational.
The normal operation of SHOALS provides the opportunity
to utilize the airborne platform simultaneously for other
sensors that can enhance its capabilities. An imaging
spectrometer, or hyperspectral scanner ( HSS) (Estep.
1994a) is one such sensor that has been tested with
SHOALS in a proof-of- concept configuration. The HSS
enhances the SHOALS shallow depth measurement
Figure 2 SHOALS completed the
capability by providing a method to extract accurate water
survey of Key Biscayne, Florida, an
depths less than 1 meter. In very clear water, the HSS can
area of about 9 square kilometers,
also enhance the SHOALS coverage rate by producing
with
750,000
soundings
in
bottom data at a wider survey swath width (2,000 meters),
approximately three hours.
but with a 3- to 4-meter spatial resolution, enabling
SHOALS data collection rate to be increased without loss of survey density. And most importantly, the
HSS extends the SHOALS capability by providing a method for classifying seafloor type.
With an imaging spectrometer, a number of spectral channels with quite narrow spectral bandwidths can
be obtained. (Spectrometers yield the unique reflectance spectrum from a reflecting material, which in turn
is used to identify the material.) By using the SHOALS depth measurements for calibration, the HSS
imagery and reflectance spectra can be used to probe the environment in order to classify and quantify it.
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Related earlier work in sensor fusion involving active-passive sensor systems was conducted by the
Environmental Research Institute of Michigan (ERIM), the U.S. Navy, and Borstad & Associates with Terra
Surveys Ltd.
•
•
•

In 1985. ERIM flew a prototype active/ passive scanner system called M8 and collected data near
Cat Cay in the Bahamas. Lidar depths were used to calibrate multispectral imagery from the
passive scanner.
In 1988, the Navy developed the airborne bathymetric survey system composed of the
hydrographic airborne laser sounder and a multispectral scanner.
Most recently, in 1991, Borstad & Associates and Terra Surveys acquired hyperspectral imagery
and lidar depths over the Bruce Peninsula region of Lake Huron using the compact air- borne
spectrographic imager (CASI) and the Larsen 500 airborne lidar bathymetric survey system. The
depth and imagery data were fused to create a high resolution digital depth model ( Borstad and
Vosburg, 1991 ). Interestingly, features such as sand waves, which would not have been detected
in the lidar data alone, were easily visible in the fused data products.

During the SHOALS field-tests, Itres Research (Calgary, Canada) CASI sensor was flown on a separate
aircraft to acquire data over a test range. CASI produced spectral imagery at very high spatial resolution,
selectable by choice of flight altitude and speed. In spatial mode, CASI can provide 288 spectral channels
at a bandwidth of 1.8 nautical miles along 101 look directions or imagery in up to 19 spectral bands with a
bandwidth of 3 nautical miles. By fusing the SHOALS data with the H SS imagery, lidar depths are used to
calibrate the geo-referenced HSS image pixels of the same area. These depth- calibrated pixels provide
the link between intensity of light seen at the calibrated pixel and a water depth. Using this informational
link, various techniques have been developed to extract water depth for adjacent pixels in the same image
(Estep, 1994b).

Figure 3 A bottom type map,
produced from CASI and SHOALS
data fusion, covering approximately
3 square kilometers of Sarasota Bay.
Four
different
bottom
types
including sand, seagrass, a mix of
sand and seagrass (where the grass
was not as dense), and channel,
which was composed of silt and
mud, are delineated.

Operationally, this means that depths can be extracted from the SHOALS/ CASI data fusion for depths
ranging from the water’s edge to a maximum equal to the Secchi depth. It also means the SHOALS
airborne plat- form could survey at faster speeds and greater altitudes because, when fused with the CASI
high-resolution imagery, meter-Ievel sounding densities would still be produced.
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The key advantage of fusing SHOALS and HSS imagery is to extract information on seafloor type. Using
fused depth data and spectral imagery, the spectral signatures of each pixel can be extracted and
interrogated to determine bottom type. By using a hand-held field spectrometer to obtain a priori spectral
signatures of known bottom type, the HSS image can be processed and various bottom types such as
sand, mud, and seagrass delineated. Further interrogation of the HSS spectra can yield differences in
bottom type such as between manatee and turtle seagrass and between fine and coarse grain sediments.
This capability has the potential to significantly improve our ability to accurately quantify the spatial extent
of natural resources located in USACE projects, especially in environmentally sensitive areas.
A seafloor map produced from CAS I and SHOALS data fusion, covering approximately 3 square
kilometers of Sarasota Bay delineated four different bottom types including sand, seagrass, a mix of sand
and seagrass (where the grass was not as dense), and channel, which was composed of silt and mud.

Survey, Mapping Data Analysis
Because these three datasets (bathymetry from SHOA4S and CASI, and bottom types) are accurately
positioned with differential global positioning system (DGPS), the information can easily be input into a
GIS for analysis and storage. By coupling this powerful computer-based tool with the high-resolution
spatial measurements, detailed analyses can be accurately performed, data attributed in detail, and
databases developed for the long- term utilization and storage of regional coastal information. At the
water- ways Experiment Station, Coastal Engineering Research Center, ARC/ ENFO and Intergraph Corp.
GIS systems are being utilized.
As an example, a proposed coastal navigation project could be overlaid with up-to-date depth and
seafloor type information to determine necessary channel construction volumes and any potential
environmental impacts. A navigation channel could be designed to minimize contact with the environmental resources. This could be accomplished by overlaying channel dimensions onto the bottom-type
map in a GIS. With survey depths also contained in the GIS, accurate volume: calculations of material
needed to construct the channel could be made. Because all the depth and bottom-type data are resident
in the G IS, assessing different project alternatives becomes quick and effective.
Another example of coupling SHOALS and CASI data with a GIS is for monitoring natural resources and
conducting environmental resource inventories of entire coastal regions. Repetitive SHOALS/CASI
surveys of an area can be used in a GIS to accurately quantify net loss or gain in sea- grass beds. With
repetitive SHOALS/CASI surveys, resource inventories over time become a powerful tool to accurately
quantify these changes.
The SHOALS survey system provides an airborne platform that annually will fly hundreds of square miles
of projects. By adding sensors that enhance or extend the SHOALS survey capabilities, like the HSS, we
can further improve our ability to map, classify, and quantify the environment, Coupling these
measurements with GIS technology produces a substantial project and natural resource management tool
for the future, available today.
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